First Digital Forensics Class Graduates

The first class of the newly created B.S. in Digital Forensics program graduated this spring. A few of the Class of 2016 pose with their professors here.

Front row: Assistant Professor Victoria Kisekka, Rosa Bautista ’16, Assistant Professor Yuan Hong, Digital Forensics Academic Coordinator Damira Pon and Christina Seaborn ’16.

Back row: Edwin Morales-Roca ’16, Professor Sanjay Goel, Tonja Alvis ’16, Nicholas Manzella ’16, Peter McCarran ’16 and Assistant Professor Justin Giboney.

Alumnae Network

The Metro New York Women’s Networking Reception was hosted by Jennifer A. Hoffman ’95 partner, Grant Thornton at her firm. Debbie Millman ’83 spoke. Joan Rosenthal ’76, director of the University at Albany Foundation and member of the School of Business Dean’s Advisory Board chaired the event.

As a Massry Community Service Fellow, accounting major Anwar Cannon ’18 listens to a small business owner describe her work as part of his internship for Margination, a non-profit organization that develops businesses and create jobs in Troy’s low-income neighborhoods. Cannon provided accounting services to the group. He is also the recipient of the 2016 Borys Family Scholarship.